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Superior Smoke Emitters 

Superior® Classic Smoke Candles quickly and efficiently produce 
dense white smoke. The Superior® #1A Smoke Candle generates 
4000 cubic feet of smoke in thirty seconds. The Superior® #2B Smoke 
Candle generates 8000 cubic feet of smoke in sixty seconds. The 
Superior® #3C Smoke Candle generates 40,000 cubic feet of smoke 
over a 3+ minute burn duration. 

Bad Ass Bags
42 gallon, 3 mil, black contractor trash bag with flaps. Essential truck 
stock

CTB25 - BOX OF 25 BAGS

Fin and Plenum Brush

The fin and plenum brush - has a 14", extra long handle. The total 
length of the brush is 18". Bristles are 2" wide, all natural. It's perfect 
for cleaning coils, and is especially useful for applying mastic and 
other sealants in hard to reach places.

RAD2 - 12/CS

1A (12/BAG)

2B (12/BAG)

3C (12/BAG)

Expanding Garden Hose
New and improved ESP black expanding hose expands to 50' when 
pressure is applied. When removed from pressure, the hose expels all 
water, avoiding a mess on the truck. Lightweight with heavy duty brass 
fittings plus shut off valve

BX50

Board Removal Tool
Remove boards from their standoffs easily. Dual sided tool easily 
compresses both sizes of standoffs seen in the HVAC/R indsutry. A 
must have for the truck.

BRT10

Bulk Z Tool Box
This handy dual nut driver has ¼’’ and 5/16’’ pivoting sockets 
to reach the most difficult angles and tightest screw locations. 
Save by ordering 25.

ZT10-BULK (Box of 25)
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FireStop Foam
Great for residential applications. Foam is better than 
conventional fireblock products at blocking smoke & flames, 
and has proven cost effectivness due to easy application & 
excellent yield rate as opposed to standard caulks and 
fiberglass. Orange in color

Expanding Foam

This foam is a low-pressure, one-component, polyurethane foam 
sealant is a moisture-cured, multipurpose sealant designed to seal and 
fill small cracks and voids, creating a tight barrier against noise, 
moisture and air infiltration. HandiFoam® Sealant is UL 
GREENGUARD Gold Certified, contributing to healthier indoor 
environments.

P30002 - 12 OZ. (12/cs)
P30181 - 24 OZ. (12/cs)

FireStop

This is a latex based, high solids firestop caulk. This material,
when properly installed, effectively seals penetration openings in 
wood frame construction against the spread of fire, smoke and 
combustion byproducts. It is a single stage intumescent. When 
exposed to elevated temperatures, WF300 expands rapidly to 
seal off voids left by the burning or melting of combustible 
materials
WF310 - 10.1 OZ. (24/cs)

P30033 12 OZ. (12/cs)

Mobil Red Lithium Grease 
This is an advanced full synthetic grease formulated with a proprietary 
blend of high-performance synthetic base stocks and a lithium complex 
soap thickener. The thickener system provides a high dropping 
point, while additives impart excellent extreme-pressure properties 
and resistance to water wash, rust and corrosion. The proprietary 
blend of high-performance synthetic base stocks used in Mobil 1 
Synthetic Grease gives reliable lubrication over wide 
temperature ranges -50 C (-58 F) to 246 C (475 F).

121071 (10/cs)

Absorbent Pads
Perfect for oil spills or placing under vacuum pumps when changing 
oil. These pads and rolls are constructed of two layers of fine fiber 
polypropylene and are ultrasonically bonded around a high-loft 
meltblown core. 15" x 17"

ABSP25 - Pack of 25 pads

Mini Split Fitting
This is the next generation of AC MC connectors. They are 
designed to accommodate a broad range of cables. Each trade sized 
hub range overlaps the adjacent hub range, thereby minimizing the 
possibility of mismatched cables and fittings in the field

TECK50

INDEX
INDEX FOAM AND FIRESTOP INDEX GREASE, PADS, AND FITTINGS
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FlexConnect Couplings and Adapters
Available in a variety of sizes, the FlexConnect line is a no-adhesive way 
to couple and adapt PVC lines to one another. 3/4" is especially 
convenient in the HVAC industry for condensate line service or repair.
Flexcon34-6 - 6 pack of 3/4" PVC couplings
Flexcon-BULK - Box of 100 3/4" PVC couplings
FlexB-6 - 6 pack of 3/4" to 1/2" bushing
FlexCon1 - 1" coupling
FlexCon125 - 1.25" adapter
FlexCon150 - 1.5" adapter
FlexCon12515 - 1.25" to 1.5" adapter
Flexcon2 - 2" Coupling
Flexcon3 - 3" Coupling
FlexCon23 - 2" to 3" adapter

QuickBlast
The QuickBlast is the easiest way to service condensate lines. Once 
installed, simply turn the ball valve closed, supply pressure upstream, 
then downstream, and turn the ball valve back open. No additional 
tools, no leaks, norestricted flow - just a quick and easy way to clear 
lines.
QB1 

CO2 Cartridges

Compatible with all industry drain line guns. 16 gram cartridges 
available both threaded and unthreaded; 12 pack in merchandise 
packaging or 100 in bulk. 20 gram available unthreaded in a 12 pack.
CO2-12  - 12 pack unthreaded 16 gram
CO2-100 - 100 pack unthreaded 16 gram
CO2-12T - 12 pack threaded 16 gram
C0220-12 - 12 pack unthreaded 20 gram

Quick Blast Adapter

Connect a drain line gun directly to a Quick Blast or Line Drive. 

QBA

Drain Line Gun XL
Accepts both 16 gram and 20 gram cartridges. This gun packs 
an extra punch. 

DLG-2

Drain Line Gun

Accepts all 16 gram cartridges, threaded or unthreaded.

DLG-1

INDEX CONDENSATE LINE ACCESSORIES
INDEX
INDEX CONDENSATE LINE ACCESSORIES
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REFRIGERANT HOSES INSTALL COMPONENTS

HVAC Service Center

Pre-wired switch box comes with an always hot 15 amp GFCI and 
service switch. 8' whip connects switch box with junction box. 12 awg 
wire.
HVACSC-1 

Thermostat Guards

Polycarbonate and Steel versions available. Stainless Steel also 
available upon request. Mounting hardware included. 2 chrome plated 
keys included. Mount vertical or horizontal.
TP01CL - Polycarbonate mini
TP02CL - Polycarbonate small
TP03CL - Polycarbonate medium
TP04CL - Polycarbonate large
TP06M - Steel medium
TP07M -Steel large
TP08M - Steel mini

High Pressure Control Hoses

Captube/Superhose replacement. Great for refrigerant pressure 
sensing applications. 1000 psi working pressure rated. Approved 
for most refrigerants and oils. 2mm inside diameter. 1/4" SAE fittings
HPCH18 - 18" STRAIGHT X 90 DEGREE
HPCH24 - 24" STRAIGHT X 90 DEGREE
HPCH30 - 30" STRAIGHT X 90 DEGREE
HPCH36 - 36" STRAIGHT X 90 DEGREE
HPCH48 - 48" STRAIGHT X 90 DEGREE

Oil Hoses

For applications that require oil flow as opposed to pressure sensing
522-0024-24 - 1/4 SAE STRAIGHT X 90 24" LONG
522-0024-36 - 1/4 SAE STRAIGHT X 90 36" LONG
533-0024-24 - 3/8 SAE STRAIGHT X 90 24" LONG
533-0024-36 - 3/8 SAE STRAIGHT X 90 36" LONG

Natural Refrigerant Charging Hoses

Perfect for charging critically charged R290 or R600 units. Small 
diameter means minimal charge loss. 1/4" charging fittings
SH12KIT - 12" long set of 3 hoses STRAIGHT X 35 DEGREE 
SH18KIT -  18" long set of 3 hoses STRAIGHT X 35 DEGREE 
SH12Y -  12" long single hose STRAIGHT X 35 DEGREE
SH18Y -  18" long single hose STRAIGHT X 35 DEGREE 
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Fast Stat
Upgrade your HVAC equipment without new wiring. Receiver 
and sender included. Run two stage equipment and more over 
two wire communication.

FSCM00 - Adds a common to a thermostat cable
FS1000 - Adds one wire to a thermostat cable
FS3000 - Adds two wires to a thermostat cable
FS5000 - Adds three wires and a common
FS7000 - Extends the wiring between a heat pump, indoor 
unit, and thermostat
FS9000 - Extends the wiring between a heat pump and 
indoor unit

INDEX FURNACE ACCESSORIES INDEX FUSES

Bulk ATC Fuses

25 pack of blade type fuses. 3 amp and 5 amp available. 
UL listed

EATC3-25 - 25 pack of ATC3 fuses 
EATC5-25 - 25 pack of ATC5 fuses

ATM3 Fuses

Mini type blade fuses used on some residential equipment 

ATM3 (5/cs)

Nozzle Buddy

The easiest way to change oil nozzles 

40437

Square Air Switch Tubing - Silicone
Square outside prevents kinking. Easily change out corroded tubing. 5' 
of tubing comes in each bag. Silicone material is easy to cut to size in 
the field and resistant to high temperatures.
SQAST-SIL-5

Square Air Switch Tubing - Neoprene
Square outside prevents kinking. Easily change out corroded tubing. 5' 
of tubing comes in each bag. Neoprene material is easy to cut to size in 
the field
SQAST-5
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Raven 7 mil Nirtile Black Gloves

Powder-free exam grade nitrile. Non-latex. Outstanding strength, wear 
and dexterity. Textured for enhanced gripping power. 7 mil thick. 100 
gloves per box
66517 - Medium
66518 - Large
66519 - XL
66520 - 2XL

PPEPPPE
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Raven 7 mil Nitrile Hi Visibility Gloves

Powder-free exam grade nitrile. Non-latex. Outstanding strength, 
wear and dexterity. Textured for enhanced gripping power. High 
visibility green color. 7 mil thick. 100 gloves per box.
66551 - Medium
66552 - Large
66553 - XL
66554 - 2XL

Derma-Tuff Nitrile Gloves

8Powder-free exam grade nitrile. Non-latex. Outstanding strength, 
wear and dexterity. Textured for enhanced gripping power. 6 mil 
thick. 120 gloves per box.
66582 - Medium
66583 - Large
66584 - XL
66585 - 2XL

HPPE Knit Gloves - Nitrile Palm
13-gauge High Performance Polyethylene knit shell. Micro-
foam nitrile coated palm. Comfortable and superior
performance. Meets current ASTM F2992-15 Standard for Cut Level
A5
6773-02 - Medium
6773-03 - Large
6773-04 - XL
6773-05 -2XL

Heavy Duty Professional Coveralls
Microporous non-woven material with polyethylene coating. 
Comfortable cloth-like fiber. Full zipper front. Elastic wrist and ankle 
cuffs. Meet ASTM F903-10 Chemical Penetration test for Solvent 
Based Paints.
6952 - Medium
6953 - Large
6954 - XL
6955 - 2XL
6956 - 3XL

Waterproof Shoe Covers
Durable, waterproof CPE material. Textured surface for better grip. 
Easy to put on and remove. Elastic opening for secured fit. Keeps 
shoes, boots and worksites clean
6884-06 - 6 pairs
6884-40 - 40 pairs




